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Figure 3. Installation of the first of three 2-ton modules
atop the 15 foot cosmic-ray platform at South Pole Station.
The platform can be jacked to keep the remote sensors
above the level of the drifting snow. The recording equip-

ment is housed in the Skylab tower.

in the IMF can produce large Forbush decreases (Quenby,
1971; Lockwood and Webber, 1975; Duggal and
Pomerantz, 1976). However, most transient modulations
cannot be ascribed to this mechanism. A search for other in-
terplanetary processes that can affect the cosmic ray intensi-
ty has revealed that solar wind streams are the principal
cause of transient variations. Figure 2 shows that im-
mediately after the onset (day 0) of the high speed solar wind
streams recorded by Vela satellites, the nucleonic intensity
decreased significantly. Further, our analysis has indicated
that low speed flow patterns of solar wind are associated
with increases in cosmic ray flux. These developments are
especially interesting in that they appear to be crucial for
understanding the complex day-to-day modulations that
reflect the interplanetary climatology.

In the field, new cosmic ray sensors were installed at
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station during the 1976-1977
austral summer (figure 3), replacing equipment that had
been used since 1957, and making this the world's most sen-
sitive detector.

This research was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant O pp 74-00042.
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Doppler data collected over several years at the geodetic
satellite observatory, McMurdo, Antarctica (77.85°S.
66.67°E.) have been analyzed to determine the

characteristics of the ionospheric scintillations over the polar
cap. Similar data observed at Thule, Greenland (76.56°N.
291.23°E.) have been used to compare effects in the two
polar regions.

Coherent radio beacons at frequencies of 150 and 400
megahertz on the Navy navigation satellites were observed at
both stations. The dispersive nature of the ionosphere allows
the effect of the net columnar electron content to be re-
moved from the observations by combining the two signals
from each satellite (Tucker, 1973). The recorded data con-
sisted of the vacuum Doppler shift at some effective frequen-
cy. In the data processing, the effects of satellite motion,
and hence the Doppler shift, were removed, and the data
were scaled to an effective carrier frequency of 108
megahertz.

After processing, a set of residual Doppler data remains
which, in the polar region, is dominated by rapid phase
fluctuations generated as the ray path crosses variations in
the electron density and by the scattering from these varia-
tions. The net effect of the data acquisition equipment and
data processing algorithm is to generate 1-second averages
of these phase fluctuations.

Over 3,400 passes were observed, and these data, divided
into six blocks of days scattered throughout 1969, were ex-
amined in detail. Data from each pass were divided into 10
time segments (approximately 80 seconds per segment), and
a scintillation value (Sv) proportional to the root-mean-
square average phase error was computed for each pass seg-
ment (Clynch, 1975, 1977). The scintillations were assumed
to occur in the F-region, and the location was assumed to be
the point along the line of sight between the station and the
satellite at an altitude of 350 kilometers. Contour plots of
the average Sv in geographic and other coordinates were
prepared (Clynch, 1977). The data for these were averaged
over day blocks of 30 consecutive days. The frequency of oc-
currence of scintillations (Fos) was computed and contour
plots prepared.

The Sv contour plots show a peak near the stations,
although this effect is clearer at McMurdo than at Thule.
Due to the proximity of the magnetic poles to the stations,
the magnetic field lines at 350 kilometers over the stations
are almost vertical, and these peaks in 5v correspond to
regions where the line of sight and magnetic field are aimed.
This peak in Sv is therefore consistent with highly field-
alined irregularities (Briggs and Parkin, 1963).

Scintillations occur frequently in both polar regions.
Averaged over all seasons, the FOS is greater than 30 percent
over the northern polar cap for all geometries, and above 45
percent over the southern polar cap for most geometries.
There is also a seasonal dependence, with scintillations be-
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ing stronger and occurring more frequently in local winter
over both polar caps. In local summer, the FOS in both polar
regions is 15 percent or lower away from the horizons and
the field-alined geometries.

In addition to the residual Doppler data from 1969, a
noise figure (one number per pass) was examined for over
45,000 polar passes occurring between 1969 and 1973.
Several effects were observed in these data and are reported
in Clynch et al. (1977). Two of the most significant results
are an absence of a correlation of the scintillation intensity
or FOS with K over either polar cap and a diurnal pattern
in local winter with the location of the peak noise being a
function of the angle between the satellite's orbital plane
and the sun (Tucker, 1974).

This work has been sponsored by the National Science
Foundation under contract C-560. The authors express their
appreciation to R. Anderle and others at the Naval Surface
Weapons Center/ Dahlgren Laboratories, Dahlgren,
Virginia, who processed the data to remove the effects of or-
bital motion.
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Auroral infrasonic waves
observed at Windless Bight,

Antarctica

CHARLES R. WILSON

kilometers northeast of Scott Base on the Ross Ice Shelf.
Figure 1 locates the three microphones. The outlying
microphones (1) and (3) are connected by 13 kilometers of
surface laid wire to a radioisotope thermoelectric generator
(RTG) that is housed in a small hut at location (2). Three
separate channels of high frequency telemetry in the 150
megahertz range send the infrasonic signal data from
Windless Bight to the science building at Scott Base. Paper
chart and magnetic tape recorders record the pressure-
versus-time traces from the three remote microphones. Cook
and Young (1962) describe the infrasonic equipment.

Data collected from 30 November 1976 to 14 February
1977 show that the background wind-noise level on the
microphone traces at Windless Bight is lower than for any of
the other six infrasonic observatories we have operated in
Alaska, Canada, Sweden, and Norway. The high geomag-
netic latitude of Windless Bight that places it well within the
auroral oval, and the anomalously calm weather there make
it an excellent site for the study of infrasonic waves
generated by supersonic auroral electrojet motions (see
Wilson, 1969, 1975).

In the 45 days of data we have from Windless Bight, there
were 10 days in which auroral infrasonic waves (AIw) could
be identified and 2 days in which low velocity "mountain-
associated" infrasonic waves were found in the infrasonic
records. Because of the very low wind-noise level on the
records it was possible to see microbarom activity from
marine storms on virtually all the records. Microbarom in-
frasonic waves of about 10-second periods are generated by

Windless Bight auroral infrasonic waves.

Date (1976-1977)	Time	Azimuth	(0)	Trace velocity
(m/sec

6Dec	 1344	126	 675
10 Dec	 1929	 4	 590
12 Dec	 1655-1705	39	 510
20 Dec	 1448	146	 455

1503	94	 520
1509	112	 460
1633	116	 580

31 Dec	 0315	234	 540
lJan	 1550	102	 450

1715	115	 530
1802	121	 430

liJan	 2055	115	 530
2122	125	 520

12Jan	 0052	282	 530
1454	154	 420
1458	122	 560
1507	105	 1100
1543	129	 675
1559	110	 570

Geophysical Institute	 15Jan	 1549	94	 550
University ofAlaska	 1559	145	 450

Fairbanks, Alaska 99701	 1604	124	 500
1614	109	 570
1646	116	 500

11 Feb	 0559	144	 610
0618	194	 600
1523	135	 460

To detect atmospheric infrasonic waves in the period
range from 10 to 100 seconds, three infrasonic microphones
were installed during November 1976 in Windless Bight 27
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